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As the program schedule for WETA TV26 is planned, consideration is given to a variety 
of special interests in the Washington metropolitan area. During January, February, 
March, the following issues were covered in a variety of programming. 
 
American History / Biography 
Arts 
Business / Industry 
Crime / Legal Issues / Law Enforcement 
Economy 
Environment / Nature / Natural Disasters 
Health / Health Care 
National Politics 
Science / Technology 
War / Veterans / National Security 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The programming listed below represents ongoing series that continually touch upon the 
previously mentioned topics. 
 
BBC World News (Weeknights) 
Charlie Rose (Weeknights) 
Frontline (Weekly) 
PBS Newshour (Weeknights) 
Nightly Business Report (Weeknights) 
To the Contrary (Weekly) 
Need To Know (Weekly) 
Washington Week (Weekly) 
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American History / Biography 
 
 

 
CAROL BURNETT: THE MARK TWAIN PRIZE (120) minutes  
Aired January 14, 2014 at 4:00pm 
Carol Burnett — comedic icon and all-around performing legend — is the guest of honor 
when, for the 16th year, the comedy world convenes in Washington, DC, to toast this 
year’s recipient of the Kennedy Center’s Mark Twain Prize for American Humor. The 
all-star cast includes Julie Andrews, Lucie Arnaz, Tony Bennett, Tim Conway, Tina Fey, 
Rashida Jones, Vicki Lawrence, Amy Poehler, Maya Rudolph, Martin Short and 
Rosemary Watson. The program features comedic highlights from Burnett’s half-century 
in show business. 
 
TRIANGE FIRE: AMERICAN EXPERIENCE (60) minutes  
Aired February 25, 2014 at 8:00pm 
On March 25, 1911, a fire broke out in the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory in New York’s 
Greenwich Village. The blaze ripped through the congested loft; huge piles of trimmings 
fed the flames. Petrified workers desperately tried to make their way downstairs, but the 
factory owners kept the doors on the ninth floor locked and the woefully inadequate fire 
escape soon crumpled. Hundreds of horrified on-lookers arrived just in time to see young 
men and women jumping from the windows. By the time the fire had burned itself out, 
146 people were dead. Less than two years earlier, the workers of the factory had been 
leaders in an industry-wide strike to protest dismal wages and dangerous working 
conditions. Despite unlikely support from some of the wealthiest women in the city, 
including Anne Morgan, most of the workers returned to their shops without having their 
demands met. It took the tragedy of the fire and the ensuing public outrage to force 
government action. The landmark legislation that followed gave New Yorkers the most 
comprehensive workplace safety laws in the country. 

 
AMERICAN MASTERS: MARVIN HAMLISCH: WHAT HE DID FOR LOVE 
(90) minutes   
Aired March 4, 2014 at 8:00pm 
By age 31, Marvin Hamlisch (1944-2012) had won four Grammys, an Emmy, three 
Oscars, a Tony and a Pulitzer Prize, making him one of only 2 PEGOT winners ever. Hit 
after hit — “The Way We Were,” “Nobody Does It Better” and scores for The Sting, 
Sophie’s Choice and the Broadway juggernaut A Chorus Line — made him the go-to 
composer and performer for film, Broadway, every U.S. president since Reagan and 
concert halls worldwide. A child prodigy accepted at Juilliard at age six, he defied 
classical expectations to create his own music. When his unprecedented streak ended, 
Hamlisch fell into a self-described “period of suffocating despair” before rebounding to 
find true love worthy of a Broadway musical and renewed passion for creation. With 
exclusive access to Hamlisch’s personal archival treasure trove, new interviews with A-
list collaborators from Barbra Streisand to Steven Soderbergh and complete cooperation 
from his family, this documentary tells a deeply personal, insider story of one of the great 
artists of our time. 
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Arts 
 

 
WETA ARTS EPISODE 201 (30) minutes   
Aired January 18, 2014 at 7:00pm 
WETA meets up with local artist Mia Feuer to discuss her stunning new exhibition at The 
Corcoran Gallery, An Unkindness. Inspired by sights witnessed during the artist’s 
international travel, Feuer’s structures examine the interaction between the synthetic and 
natural worlds. Then, WETA Around Town panelists Janis Goodman and Peter Winant 
join host Robert Aubry Davis for an extended discussion on the Hirshhorn Museum’s 
new exhibit, Damage Control: Art and Destruction Since 1950. This breathtaking new 
exhibit features 90 works in a wide collection of media by 40 artists from around the 
world. The panelists discuss the way this exhibit explores destruction as a vital part of 
artistic expression and the creative process. This episode will also feature two national 
pieces created by fellow public television stations exploring artistic displays around the 
United States. 
 
TAVIS SMILEY (30) minutes  
Aired March 14, 2014 at 6:00pm 
Actor-writer-director Joseph Gordon-Levitt: The director-screenwriter describes his 
innovative series, hitRECord on TV—which reinvents the variety show format for the 
digital generation. 
 
A CELEBRATION OF BLUES & SOUL: THE 1989 INAUGURAL CONCERT 
(90) minutes  
Aired March 15, 2014 at 10:00pm 
Dazzling performances from some of the biggest names in rock and blues history, 
including Stevie Ray Vaughan, Dr. John, Bo Diddley, Ronnie Wood, Delbert McClinton, 
Sam Moore, Percy Sledge and more, are featured in this world television premiere of a 
concert taped in 1989 and presumed lost for nearly 20 years. 
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Business / Industry 
 

 
FRONTLINE:  TO CATCH A TRADER (60) minutes   
Aired January 7, 2014 at 10:00pm 
In just over two decades, Steven A. Cohen has amassed a gigantic fortune: a sprawling 
35,000-square-foot mansion on Connecticut's gold coast; a $62-million beach house in 
the Hamptons, and several New York apartments, including a $115-million mid-town 
duplex--all of them furnished with some of the world's most expensive art. How did he 
do it? From small-time options trader to King of Wall Street hedge fund managers, 
FRONTLINE investigates Cohen and his company, SAC Capital, and other Wall Street 
characters with never-before-seen video and incriminating FBI wiretaps. The film is a 
taut crime drama with a cast of colorful characters: from cheating traders with their "Mr. 
Whisper" sources to some of the most respected figures in American business. To date, 
the government has convicted 76 people of securities fraud and conspiracy.  Will Cohen 
be the next to fall? FRONTLINE tracks an ongoing seven-year investigation into the 
largest insider trading scandal in U.S. history. 
 
FRONTLINE: GENERATION LIKE (60) minutes   
Aired February 18, 2014 at 10:00pm 
Thanks to social media, today's teens are able to directly interact with their culture - 
artists, celebrities, movies, brands, and even one another - in ways never before possible.  
But is that real empowerment?  Or do marketers still hold the upper hand?  In Generation 
Like, author and FRONTLINE correspondent Douglas Rushkoff (The Merchants of Cool, 
The Persuaders) explores how the perennial teen quest for identity and connection has 
migrated to social media - and exposes the game of cat-and-mouse that corporations are 
playing with these young consumers.  Do kids think they're being used?  Do they care?  
Or does the perceived chance to be the next big star make it all worth it?  The film is a 
powerful examination of the evolving and complicated relationship between teens and the 
companies that are increasingly working to target them. 
 
SUZE ORMAN’S FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS FOR YOU (120) minutes   
Aired March 18. 2014 at 8:00pm 
Suze Orman offers advice for managing money and making smart choices towards an 
economically secure future. Among the topics she addresses: investing; buying vs. 
renting a home; saving for retirement; and buying life insurance. Also: wills and trusts; 
and student loans. 
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Crime / Legal Issues / Law Enforcement 
 
 
INDEPENDENT LENS: THE INVISIBLE WAR (90) minutes 
Aired January 11, 2014 at 11:30pm 
The most shameful and best-kept secret in the U.S. military is the epidemic of rape and 
sexual assault within the ranks. An American female soldier in a combat zone is more 
likely to be raped by a fellow soldier than killed by enemy fire. A culture of privilege and 
impunity has resulted in few prosecutions and the systematic isolation of women who 
dare to report the crimes. 
 
INDEPENDENT LENS: SPIES OF MISSISSIPPI (60) minutes   
Aired February 18, 2014 at 10:00pm 
View the story of a secret spy agency formed during the 1950s and 60s by the state of 
Mississippi to preserve segregation and maintain white supremacy. Over a decade, the 
Mississippi State Sovereignty Commission employed a network of investigators and 
informants, including African Americans, to help infiltrate the NAACP, CORE and 
SNCC. They were granted broad powers to investigate private citizens and organizations, 
keep secret files, make arrests and compel testimony. The program tracks the 
commission’s hidden role in important chapters of the civil rights movement, including 
the integration of the University of Mississippi, the trial of Medgar Evers and the KKK 
murders of three civil rights workers in 1964. 
 
FRONTLINE: SECRETS OF THE VATICAN (90) minutes 
Aired February 25, 2014 at 9:00pm 
Pope Benedict made history when he announced his resignation, becoming the first Pope 
to step down voluntarily in six hundred years. In his wake he left a bitterly divided 
Vatican mired in scandals. But is Benedict's successor, Pope Francis, taming the forces 
that helped destroy Benedict's papacy? Is he succeeding in lifting the Church out of 
crisis? Nearly a year in the making, this special two-hour FRONTLINE goes inside the 
Vatican - one of the world's most revered and mysterious institutions - to unravel the 
remarkable series of events that led to the resignation that shook the world.  Through 
interviews with those at the very heart of what happened - cardinals, priests, convicted 
criminals, police, prosecutors and whistle-blowers - FRONTLINE gives a first-hand 
account of the final days of Benedict's papacy and the current battle to set the Church on 
a new path under Francis. 
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Economy 
 
 

CHARLIE ROSE: THE WEEK (30) minutes   
Aired January 10, 2014 at 11:30pm 
This week: Russian journalist Masha Gessen talks about Putin and Pussy Riot; Nancy 
Gibbs on TIME Magazine's exclusive interview with new Federal Researve head Janet 
Yellen; Reddit cofounder Alexis Ohanian; conductor John Elliott Gardiner; and actor 
Leonardo DiCaprio and director Martin Scorsese on their film, Wolf of Wall Street. 
 
INDEPENDENT LENS: LAS MARTHAS (60) minutes   
Aired February 22, 2014 at 11:00pm 
The annual debutante ball in Laredo, Texas, lasts an entire month and coincides with 
George Washington’s birthday. For more than a century, the city’s coming-out 
celebrations have involved intricate paeans to America’s colonial past. In 1939, the 
Society of Martha Washington was founded to usher each year’s debutantes (called 
“Marthas”) into proper society. The centerpiece of the festivities is the Martha 
Washington Pageant and Ball, when the girls are presented. The festival resonates anew 
in a time of economic uncertainty and political tension over immigration. Still, the 
Washington celebration has managed to persevere and even flourish, thanks in large part 
to the Mexican-American girls who carry this gilded tradition on their young shoulders. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR (60) minutes   
Aired March 12, 2014 at 7:00pm 
A landmark study funded by the Justice Department estimates that the underground sex 
industry in each of seven U.S. cities generates between $40 million to nearly $300 
million a year. Hari Sreenivasan talks to the lead author of the report, Meredith Dank of 
the Urban Institute. 
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Environment / Nature / Natural Disasters 
 
 
NOVA: DOOMSDAY VOLCANOES (60) minutes  
Aired January 2, 2014 at 9:00pm 
The eruption of Iceland’s Eyjafjallajökull volcano in 2010 turned much of the northern 
hemisphere into an ash-strewn no-fly zone. But Eyjafjallajökull was just the start. Katla, 
an Icelandic volcano 10 times bigger, has begun to swell and grumble. Two more giants, 
Hekla and Laki, could erupt without warning. Iceland is a ticking time bomb: When it 
blows, the consequences will be global. Meet scientists trying to understand those 
consequences — for air travel and for the global food supply and Earth’s climate. Could 
we be plunged into years of cold and famine? What can we do to prepare for the coming 
disaster? 
 
NATURE: HONEY BADGERS: MASTERS OF MAYHEM (60) minutes   
Aired February 19, 2014 at 8:00pm 
“Honey badger is bad ass.” Those words and corresponding video became a YouTube 
sensation, with 51 million hits. This “thug of the savannah” is one the most fearless 
animals in the world, renowned for its ability to confront grown lions, castrate charging 
buffalo and shrug off the toxic defenses of stinging bees, scorpions and snakes. Little is 
known about its behavior in the wild or why it is so aggressive. This film follows badger 
specialists in South Africa who take on these masters of mayhem in ways that must be 
seen to be believed. 
 
NATURE: IRELAND’S WILD RIVER (60) minutes   
Aired March 17, 2014 at 11:30pm 
The Shannon is Ireland’s greatest geographical landmark and longest river. It is both a 
barrier and highway — a silver ribbon holding back the rugged landscapes of the west 
from the gentler plains to the east. On its journey south, the Shannon passes through a 
huge palette of rural landscapes, where on little-known backwaters, Ireland’s wild 
animals and plants still thrive as almost nowhere else. For a year, wildlife cameraman 
Colin Stafford-Johnson lives on the river — camping on its banks, exploring its countless 
tributaries in a traditional canoe, following the river from dawn to dusk through the four 
seasons, on a quest to film the natural history of the Shannon as it has never been seen or 
heard or experienced before. 
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Health / Health Care 
 
 
INDEPENDENT LENS: HOW TO SURVIVE A PLAGUE (90) minutes   
Aired January 4, 2014 at 12:00am  
This acclaimed film tells the story of ACT UP and TAG (Treatment Action Group), two 
groups whose activism and innovation turned AIDS from a death sentence into a 
manageable condition. Despite having no scientific training, these determined activists 
infiltrated the pharmaceutical industry to help identify promising new drugs and move 
them from experimental trials to patients. With unfettered access to a treasure trove of 
never-before-seen archival footage, the film reveals the controversial actions, heated 
meetings, heartbreaking failures and exultant breakthroughs of heroes in the making. By 
David France. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND (60) minutes   
Aired February 16, 2014 at 6:00pm 
With obesity levels rivaling those seen in the United States, Mexico has launched a 
rigorous campaign to combat the epidemic, including taxes on sugary drinks and other 
high-calorie snack foods. How well is that strategy is working -- and what lessons can 
U.S. policy makers learn from their Mexican counterparts? 
 
CIVILIZATION: THE WEST AND THE REST WITH NIALL FERGUSON (120) 
minutes   
Aired March 24, 2014 at 3:30pm 
The two-part series examines Niall Ferguson's six principles of prosperity: Competition, 
Science, Modern Medicine, Property, Consumerism, and Work Ethic. For the past five 
centuries, Western power has prevailed around the world. What led the West to be so 
influential? And how long will the West sustain its supremacy? 
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National Politics / Government 
 

 
FRONTLINE: SECRET STATE OF NORTH KOREA (60) minutes   
Aired January 14, 2014 at 10:00pm 
Just two years in the job and armed with nuclear weapons, North Korea's Kim Jong-Un is 
the world's youngest dictator, ruling one of the world's most isolated countries.  Like his 
father and grandfather, he wants to maintain tight control over what North Koreans see of 
the world - and what the world sees of North Korea.  But with unique access, 
FRONTLINE goes inside the secret state to explore life under its new ruler, and 
investigate the enigmatic "Morning Star King" as he tries to hold onto power. Using new 
footage smuggled from inside and never-before-told stories from recent defectors living 
in South Korea, the film offers a rare glimpse of how some North Koreans are defying 
authority in a country where just being caught with illegal DVDs could mean immediate 
imprisonment. 
 
GRAND COULEE DAM: AMERICAN EXPERIENCE (90) minutes 
Aired February 18, 2014 at 8:00pm 
Grand Coulee was more than a dam — it was a proclamation. In the wake of the Great 
Depression, America turned from private enterprise to public works — not simply to 
provide jobs, but to restore faith. The ultimate expression of Franklin Roosevelt’s New 
Deal, Grand Coulee played a central role in transforming the Northwest; it was the largest 
hydroelectric power producing facility in the world when it was completed in March 
1941. After WWII, a vast irrigation project made possible by the dam helped turn the 
barren deserts of central Washington into rich farmland. But the dam prevented access to 
one of the greatest salmon rivers in the world. Deprived of the salmon — their most 
important resource — the native people who lived along the Columbia witnessed a 
profound cultural decline. Featuring the men and women who lived and worked at Grand 
Coulee and the native people whose lives were changed, as well as historians and 
engineers, this film explores how the tension between technological achievement and 
environmental impact hangs over the project’s legacy. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR (60) minutes  
Aired March 26, 2014 at 7:00pm 
The National Labor Relations Board has made a landmark ruling in favor of football 
players at Northwestern University who claim they are school employees. Currently the 
decision only applies to private schools, but it is expected to reverberate more widely. 
Jeffrey Brown examines the case with Michael McCann of the University of New 
Hampshire Law School.
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Science / Technology 
 

 
NOVA: ALIEN PLANETS REVEALED (60) minutes   
Aired January 8, 2014 at 10:00pm 
NASA’s planet-hunting Kepler Telescope has discovered thousands of exotic new worlds 
far beyond our solar system. Are any of them like Earth? And what sort of life could 
flourish on them? With vivid animation and input from expert astrophysicists and 
astrobiologists, NOVA takes you on a mind-bending exploration of these strange worlds 
and the possible creatures we might one day encounter there. 
 
SUPER SKYSCRAPERS: BUILDING THE FUTURE (60) minutes   
Aired February 12, 2014 at 10:00pm 
Commonly known as “the cheese grater,” the Leadenhall Building is the pinnacle of 
London’s avant-garde architecture. Designed as a tapered tower with a steel exoskeleton, 
it’s the tallest skyscraper in the City of London and the most innovative. The teams 
behind the Leadenhall project had to radically rethink every aspect of the traditional 
building model. This program follows the monumental challenges that come with 
erecting this super skyscraper: it will be constructed off-site, delivered to location, and 
stacked and bolted together like a giant Lego set. 
 
NOVA: COLD CASE JFK (60) minutes 
Aired March 26, 2014 at 9:00pm 
Fifty years later, what can science tell us about the Kennedy assassination — and the 
investigations that followed? The 1963 murder, in broad daylight in front of hundreds of 
witnesses, was a homicide investigator’s best-case scenario. Yet somehow the JFK 
assassination became a forensic nightmare, plagued by mishandled evidence, a 
controversial autopsy and, incredibly, a prime suspect murdered while in police custody 
before he could be tried — all of it captured on film. Now, NOVA follows a group of 
experts trying to unravel the lingering mysteries of the assassination: private investigator 
Josiah Thompson; gunshot wound authority Larry Sturdivan; laser scanning specialist 
Tony Grissim; medical examiner and forensic neuropathologist Peter Cummings; and 
firearms experts Lucien and Mike Haag. 
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War / Veterans / National Security 

 
 
1964: AMERICAN EXPERIENCE (120) minutes 
Aired January 14, 2014 at 8:00pm 
It was the year of the Beatles and the Civil Rights Act; of the Gulf of Tonkin and Barry 
Goldwater’s presidential campaign; the year that cities across the country erupted in 
violence and Americans tried to make sense of the Kennedy assassination. Based on The 
Last Innocent Year: America in 1964 by award-winning journalist Jon Margolis, this film 
follows some of the most prominent figures of the time — Lyndon B. Johnson, Martin 
Luther King, Jr., Barry Goldwater, Betty Friedan — and brings out from the shadows the 
actions of ordinary Americans whose frustrations, ambitions and anxieties began to turn 
the country onto a new and different course. 
 
NOVA: GROUND ZERO SUPERTOWER (60) minutes  
Aired February 26, 2014 at 9:00pm 
NOVA returns to Ground Zero to witness the final chapter in an epic story of 
engineering, innovation and the perseverance of the human spirit: the completion of One 
World Trade Center, the skyscraper rising 104 stories and 1,776 feet from the site where 
the Twin Towers once stood. In this update of NOVA’s Emmy-nominated special 
“Engineering Ground Zero,” which featured extraordinary behind-the-scenes access to 
the struggles of the engineers and architects working at 1 WTC and the National 
September 11 Memorial and Museum, NOVA goes inside the construction of the new 
tower’s final floors and the installation of its soaring, 800-ton spire and beacon. But 1 
WTC isn’t the only engineering marvel taking shape here: NOVA goes underground to 
see the construction of a multi-billion-dollar museum that will house artifacts from 9/11. 
As construction was going full speed and the tower was rising to its near-final height, a 
new threat emerged: this time, from nature. As the historic superstorm Sandy bore down 
on New York, many feared that the still-incomplete structures would be especially 
vulnerable to the storm’s wrath. NOVA reveals the engineering story behind their 
remarkable resilience to nature’s worst blows. The greatest test is still to come, though: 
Will the final product be a fitting site for national remembrance? 
 
WASHINGTON WEEK WITH GWEN IFILL  (30) minutes 
Aired March 14, 2014 at 8:00pm 
Ukraine's interim Prime Minister visits the White House and Crimea referendum, CIA 
accused of spying on Senate intelligence committee, and the Republican party wins 
Florida congressional seat in special election. Joining Amy Walter of Cook Political 
Report: Susan Davis, USA Today; Ed O'Keefe, Washington Post; Indira Lakshmanan, 
Bloomberg News. 


